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The Age of HannibalThe Age of Hannibal
 Clarifications

• REGULAR PAY RUSE (P.25)

In the text of the Ruse «Regular Pay», ignore the sentence 
specifying «If several units have this Ruse...». Like all ruses, 
Regular Pay may only be included once in your warband.

• CHARIOTS (P. 13)

The size of the chariot bases has been omitted. For the 
Carthaginian heavy chariots the base must entirely fit within 
a 120 diameter circle. For the Gallic chariots, the base should 
entirely fit within a 100mm circle.  

• GUERRILLA SAGA ABILITY (P. 54)

Diodorus specifies that a limitation exists in order to be able to 
rest via the use of Guerrilla, but this note refers to a previous 
version and was left out by mistake. You can use Guerrilla to rest 
one of your units, even if it was activated during your turn.

• SOLIFFERUM SAGA ABILITY (P. 55)

When using a , the ability specifies that two units are activated. 
In this case, either you MUST activate 2 units or you cannot use 
the ability.

• POLEMOS (P. 47)

Note that it is the modified dice result that is taken into account. 
So it is a result of exactly 1, after applying the modifiers. 

• MERCENARIES (P.66) 

Each mercenary unit may only be recruited once in a warband.

 Erratas
• SARISSA (P.13)

Replace the first sentence of the first bullet with:

Once during each of it’s owner’s turn, if the unit has resolved 
a Move activation earlier during this activation phase, a unit 
equipped with sarissas can be activated for free for a Shooting 
which generates no fatigue with a range of SS.” 

Note: As with the javelins, to avoid confusion with multiple 
activations, we allow the free shooting activation to be resolved 
any time later during the turn. 

• MANIPLE ( P. 28)

Replace the fiirst sentence of the third bullet with:

Contained a maximum of 8 figures when the unit was deployed.

ROMAN BATTLEBOARD

 Tenacious
Replace the ability’s text with:

STABILI GRADU!STABILI GRADU!

    
Orders/ReactionOrders/Reaction

Until the end of this turn, all Maniple units who have 
closed ranks cancel the first casualty suffered in step 5  

of any melee, and suffer no fatigue at the end  
of the melee if they have not disengaged. 

      
PilumPilum

Activation or Activation/ReactionActivation or Activation/Reaction

Warriors on footWarriors on foot

Activate a unit for a shooting attack with a range of MM. 
Then activate the unit for a charge against the target of 
their shooting attack. The charge generates no fatigue.

OR
Trigger this ability after an enemy unit is activated to 

charge, but before the charge is resolved. 

Activate the charged unit for a shooting attack with a 
range of MM, targeting the unit that is charging it. 

      
ScutaScuta

Shooting/ReactionShooting/Reaction

ManipleManiple

Cancel the first casualty suffered during this shooting attack.
      

ExhortationExhortation

    
Orders or Orders/ReactionOrders or Orders/Reaction

Until the end of this turn,  
all friendly units within MM of your Warlord  

(LL if he is a Consul) gain either 2 attack dice  
or 2 defence dice during every melee. 

      
GladiusGladius

  
MeleeMelee

Warriors on footWarriors on foot

Gain 3 attack dice. If you used a  ,  
the enemy unit must discard 3 attack dice. 

Close FormationClose Formation

  
Melee Melee 

InfantryInfantry

Gain 2 defence dice, or 4 if your unit is  
outnumbered by the enemy unit.

If you use a  , you can also re-roll  
any 1s or 2s scored by your defence dice.

      
QuincunxQuincunx

ActivationActivation

InfantryInfantry

Choose up to two of your units within MM of each other. 

Activate these units for a move made with a bonus 
distance of SS. During this movement, these units can 

freely move through friendly infantry units.
      

TenaciousTenacious

  
MeleeMelee

ManipleManiple

If your unit is outnumbered by its opponent,  
gain attack dice equal to the difference in figures  
between the two units, to a maximum of 4 dice. 

      
LegionLegion

  
Orders or Orders/ReactionOrders or Orders/Reaction

Choose a Maniple unit. Remove a fatigue  
from the chosen unit, and from all other Maniple units  

within SS if you used a  .
      

Ad triarios redisseAd triarios redisse

MeleeMelee

Hearthguard DefendersHearthguard Defenders

Inflict 2 automatic hits on your opponent,  
or 3 if your unit is outnumbered by the enemy.
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ActivationActivation

Activate a unit  
of Hearthguards  

or a Hero.

TriariiTriarii

ActivationActivation

Activate a unit  
of Warriors.

Hastati Hastati 
and Principesand Principes ActivationActivation

Activate a unit  
of Levies.

VelitesVelites

OrdersOrders

Take 2 of your available 
Saga dice, roll them,  

and add them to your 
inactive Saga dice.

Activation Activation 
PoolPoolMelee, Shooting,  Melee, Shooting,  

or Shooting/Reactionor Shooting/Reaction

Gain 1 attack or defence 
die (2 if you used ).

Combat BonusCombat Bonus
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IBERIAN BATTLEBOARD

 Coordination
Replace the first sentence of the ability’s text with:

Second WindSecond Wind

      
ActivationActivation

Remove a fatigue from every friendly unit  
within MM of your Warlord. 

Gain 1 Guerilla marker for each fatigue you removed.      
BaitBait

ActivationActivation

Choose one of your units. 
Gain 1 Guerilla marker, and 1 extra Guerilla marker for 

each enemy unit within MM of the chosen unit.      
Like ShadowsLike Shadows

Orders/ReactionOrders/Reaction

Once during each melee or shooting attack initiated by 
an enemy during this turn, instead of using a Saga ability 

you can spend 1 Guerilla marker to discard 2 of your 
opponent’s attack dice.      

CoordinationCoordination

  
ActivationActivation

Choose a Hearthguards or Warriors mounted unit and 
an infantry unit within SS of each other. There cannot be 

more than twice as many figures in the infantry unit as in 
the cavalry unit.  

Activate these two units for a move, starting  
with the cavalry unit. 

During this move, the infantry unit gains the  
Mounts (Horses) special rule, but must end  

its movement within SS of the mounted unit. 
After these activations have been completed,  

gain 1 Guerilla marker.      
FALCATAFALCATA

Melee Melee ••  Attacker only.Attacker only.

The enemy unit suffers a -1 penalty  
to their defence dice.

Knowledge of the terrainKnowledge of the terrain

ActivationActivation

Choose an area of uneven terrain within VSVS  
of one of your units. Until the start of the next turn,  

your units count it as open terrain  
during their moves and charges.        

AMBUSHAMBUSH

  
MeleeMelee

Gain 2 attack dice. Gain 1 Guerilla marker.      
FalaricaFalarica

Melee or ShootingMelee or Shooting

After a melee or shooting attack is resolved,  
you gain 1 Guerilla marker for each casualty inflicted  

on your opponent, to a maximum of 6. 
OR 

Spend up to 3 Guerilla markers and gain  
2 attack dice per marker spent.      
Surprise AttackSurprise Attack

    
Orders Orders 

Until the start of your next turn, you gain 1 Guerilla 
marker at the start of each melee in which one  

of your units is the attacker,  
or 2 markers if your unit has no fatigue.

Units that start their charge movement entirely  
within an area of uneven terrain get a +1 bonus  

to their attack dice.      
SoliferrumSoliferrum

  
ActivationActivation

Unit without ranged weaponsUnit without ranged weapons

Activate a unit - or two units with a - for a shooting 
attack with a range of MM that generates no fatigue.

Gain 1 Guerilla marker, or 2 if you used a . Sa
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ActivationActivation

Activate a unit  
of Hearthguards  

or a Hero.

NoblesNobles
ActivationActivation

Activate a unit  
of Warriors.

ScutariiScutarii
ActivationActivation

Activate a unit  
of Levies.

CaetratiiCaetratii

Activation/ReactionActivation/Reaction

Trigger this ability after 
an enemy unit’s activation  

has been resolved.
Discard 2 Guerilla markers  

to activate one of your units  
(not Mercenaries).  

Each unit can only be activated  
by Guerilla once per turn.

GuerrillaGuerrilla

Melee, Shooting,  Melee, Shooting,  
or Shooting/Reactionor Shooting/Reaction

Gain 1 attack or defence 
die (2 if you used ).

Combat BonusCombat Bonus

GAULS BATTLEBOARD

 Before the Wave
Replace the keyword with

Vae Victis!Vae Victis!

MeleeMelee

If you win this melee, then after casualties  
are removed, every other enemy unit within SS  

of your unit must roll a die for each & on your unit.  
If a unit rolls at least one 6 on these dice,  

it suffers a casualty.

 & Gain 1 attack die.       
DisplayDisplay

    
MeleeMelee

Gain 2 defence dice.

 && Cancel the first casualty suffered during  
this melee, or the first two if you used a .      

Ritual ChallengeRitual Challenge

MeleeMelee • Warriors or Hearthguards • Warriors or Hearthguards

Roll 1 die, or 2 dice if your unit are Hearthguards.  
For each result of 4 or more,  

the enemy unit takes a casualty. 

On each 1 rolled, your unit takes a casualty.

& Add +1 to the result of these dice.      
Tumultus GALLICUSTumultus GALLICUS

OrdersOrders

Remove all the Fervour markers from one unit.  
At the start of your Activation phase, before  

any other activation, this unit is activated for free.

OR Remove up to one Fervour marker  
from all your units.      

Gaulish FuryGaulish Fury

MeleeMelee

Gain 2 attack dice, or 3 if you are the attacker.

&& Your opponent loses all benefits of solid cover.

Before the WaveBefore the Wave

Activation Activation ••  Foot unit without ranged weaponsFoot unit without ranged weapons

Activate one of your units to move.  
They count as being equiped with javelins  

until the end of the turn. 

 &  During the next shooting attack made by this unit 
this turn, add an automatic hit to the hits scored.       

Power of the Ancient GodsPower of the Ancient Gods

    
Melee Melee ••  Unit other than LeviesUnit other than Levies

Gain 1 attack die and 1 defence die,  
plus 1 additional die (of your choice) for each unit  

(friend or foe) within MM of your unit.
& You can re-roll up to 2 of your attack dice  

and up to 2 of your defence dice.        
Whirling BlowWhirling Blow

    
Melee Melee • Attacker• Attacker

Reduce your Armour by 1 to gain a +1 bonus  
to all your attack dice.

&  Gain 2 attack dice.      
Gaulish WaveGaulish Wave

      
ActivationActivation

Choose one of your units, then up to two other  
friendly units within SS of the chosen unit. Activate  

each of these units to charge, move or shoot. 
Each unit activated can take one & to add VSVS  

to their charge or movement distance.       
PerseverancePerseverance

  
Activation/ReactionActivation/Reaction

Trigger this ability after an enemy unit is activated to 
shoot or charge, but before the activation is resolved.

Remove a fatigue OR up to 2 &  from one of your units. 
Apply both effects if you used a  .
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ActivationActivation

Activate a unit  
of Hearthguards  

or a Hero.

AsdgeniosAsdgenios
ActivationActivation

Activate a unit  
of Warriors.

CateruaCaterua
ActivationActivation

Activate a unit  
of Levies.

CamulosCamulos

OrdersOrders

Take 2 of your available 
Saga dice, roll them,  

and add them to your 
inactive Saga dice.

Activation Activation 
PoolPoolMelee, Shooting,  Melee, Shooting,  

or Shooting/Reactionor Shooting/Reaction

Gain 1 attack or defence 
die (2 if you used  ).

Combat BonusCombat Bonus
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Thanks to the community for the feedbacks. Special thanks  
to Andy Lyon, to the Northern Tempest Saga Podcast  

and to the Rodge Rules Youtube Channel and their Saga Throsday show. 

Huge thank you to John «Ducat» Fry for his incredible help,  
support and friendship.


